LEAGUE RULES
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Absent player with no sub will be scored par (36) + 5 strokes with no handicap.
Two subs are allowed.
League Scoring: 2 points per hole, 6 points for total low net, for a total of 24 points per week.
Handicap will be scored at 90% of the average difference between score and par over the most recent 7 weeks, with
both the highest & lowest scores dropped. Max handicap is 18.
5. Forfeits will be scored the same as an absent golfer for both team members. Playing teams can earn points for that
week, but absent team can not earn points.
6. Any pre-play must be played prior to the current week’s normal scheduled play and must be played by both teams
together at the same time. You must call the course to schedule this in advance.
7. During normal play, both teams must play together at the same time.
8. Bye week: Applies only if there is an odd number of teams. Round must be played in order to earn points. Ghost (Bye)
team will be scored as par (36) + 5 strokes.
9. Rain outs: These will be determined by the course officials. Matches must be played if course does not cancel.
Canceled week(s) will not be made up.
10. All scorecards MUST be signed after play by a member of each team and placed in the league box. Cards not signed or
turned in will result in a forfeiture of points by BOTH teams. We will not come looking for you or your cards.
11. Tees: 70+ may play from the forward tees. 60+ may play from the middle tees. All other golfers must play from the
back tees. Age is determined by your age at the end of the season. Once you have chosen a tee box, you must play from
that tee box for the remainder of the season.
12. Stroke limit: There is NO maximum stroke limit.
13. Out of bounds: All out of bounds will be played as a lateral drop from the point at which the ball crossed out of bounds
with a 1 stroke penalty applied for the drop.
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